
EXAMPLE

Service Area Name Tract or Block Group #

Big BB Project South 01001020100

Big BB Project South 01001020100

Big BB Project South 010010202001

Big BB Project West 01001020400

Big BB Project North 01001020800

Big BB Project North 010010209002

BTOP Comprehensive Community Infrastructure
Service Area Template

Please complete the complete the CCI Service Area worksheet.  In each line you will provide the 
name of a service area and one of the contiguous Census tracts or block groups that make up that 
service area.  Please provide full 11-digit Census tract numbers, includes the 2-digit State FIPS code, 
the 3-digit county code, followed by a unique 6-digit  tract number.  For Census block groups, 
please provide the full tract number, plus the 1-digit block group number (12 digits total).  If there is 
more than one Census tract or block group in a service area, there will be multiple lines in the table 
for that service area.  It is critical that the service area names provided in this table match with the 
service area names provided in the Service Area Details page of the application.  Please review this 
document and Service Area Details page for consistency before submitting your application.

Important Note:  Excel truncates leading zeros from numbers. Consequently, the tract/block group 
column on the worksheet has been formatted as text.  This formatting should not be altered, or the 
validity of your data may be compromised.

The data provided via this attachment will be subject to automated processing.  Applicants are 
therefore required to provide this attachment as an Excel file, and not to convert it to a PDF when 
submitting a copy of your application on an appropriate electronic medium, such as a DVD, CD
ROM, or flash drive. Additionally, Applicants should not modify the format of this file (e.g., by 
adding or removing worksheets).  Do not leave blank lines in the table between service areas.
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BTOP CCI Service Area Template

Title:

Easy Grants ID: 6233

Service Area Name Tract or Block Group #

CAO-MMC Underserved 39001990100

CAO-MMC Underserved 39001990200

CAO-MMC Underserved 39001990300

CAO-MMC Underserved 39001990400

CAO-MMC Underserved 39001990500

CAO-MMC Underserved 39001990600

CAO-MMC Underserved 39009972600

CAO-MMC Underserved 39009972700
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